
Director Kyle Young, District of Lantzville

Re: publically selected park sites, Foothills development 2003 - 2005

Aug. 11 2021

Mr. Young;

The locations encompassed within the lines that have been applied to the accompanying
Foothills map are those that were identified by Lantzville residents in the 03/04 public

participation (within the larger OCP process) as the enabling basics of the 900 acre park
dedication for the Foothills development proposal. These are the specific areas referred to

generically in the 2005 OCP and the 2007 registered Covenant between the developer and the
DOL The maps included in the OCP and the covenant also reflect that resident identification. A

specific list of some of these areas was also made in the Jun 21 2019 "media release" under

the authority of the CAO in 2019. The "Lower Lookout" has been included on the map because

it was the most popular recreational site identified by residents in the 03/04 consultation

process but was inadvertently lost to development in Phase One. The areas we have indicated

on the map do not comprise 900 acres but were considered at the time to be the essential

locations to be assigned park status within that total.

It should be noted that the most desired park locations were generally those closest to the

built-up areas of the District and Pleasant Valley. These were popular locations due to

accessibility and sight-lines from the District. The two extremes of lower wetlands and high
open meadows received the most interest. Some residents were familiar with the more remote

sections of the Foothills lands but the majority expressed less knowledge and therefore less

specific (site identifying) interest than in the more easily accessible and physically dramatic
"front" of the total site area

The 2005 OCP Steering Committee, of which the undersigned were members, was assigned by
the fledgling Council in 2003 to undertake the preliminary negotiation with the developer to
see if the District could arrive at an agreement, subject to Council approval, for development
density and park dedication on the 1800 acre site or to leave the existing zoning in place. We

reached a preliminary agreement with the development representatives that would allow a 730
unit residential development on 900 acres with a 900 acre park dedication on the remainder.

We took this proposal to the public through the comprehensive first municipal OCP
consultation process where, in addition to 900 acres, (and this is the focus of the present
undertaking), residents told us that specific sites that were traditionally used recreationally
and/or believed to have significant environmental values must be included within the total park



designation. Without the 900 acres of parkland and the specific inclusion of these sites most
participating residents did not support rezoning at all. This agreement was accepted by the
District and the developer and formed the basis of the OCP references and map and the legal
language and map in the 2007 registered covenant between the developer and the DOL.

SPECIFIC AREAS IDENTIFIED IN THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION 2003/2004

Lower Lookout (lost by DOL to phase one development)

Upper Lookout (not currently included)

Bald Mtn. (not currently included)

Hekeila Creek Gorge (mostly not currently included)

Copley ridgetops (included)

Amphitheatre of ridgetops connecting Bald and Copley (included)

Climbing Cliffs (not currently included)

Northwest Ridge above woodlot (not currently included)

Buffer strips and Upper Lookout corridor (not currently included)

On Jun 21 2019 the DOL issued a "media release" that stated;

"Staff is currently working to ensure that the following and other important areas be included
as part of the Foothills parkland:

Bald Mountain,

Hekeila Creek,

the Lookout,

the Climbing Rocks."

None of these publically selected sites nor the viewscapes along the northwest ridge above the
woodlot or the buffers had been included in the preliminary 731 acre transfer to the District in

Jan 2019. The buffer zone along the northwest ridge above the woodlot was intended by
residents to protect viewscapes for public recreation and also for trail connectivity between the



popular woodlot trails and the new Foothills park system including a connection to the Upper
Lookout parksite. This network and the buffer zone on the northern perimeter and marsh as

well as the eastern perimeter reflected public input and was included in the covenant map and
we have reproduced it here, since it demonstrates the public's desire for connectivity between
these sites and the park system in general. The buffer zones that abut private lands were
desired particularly by residents in the adjacent existing neighborhoods as well as for trail

connectivity. Further study may be required to locate an interior corridor to the Upper Lookout
in terrain that is suitable for trail connections. There are many examples of glaciation over the
site but some of the best that the public mentioned are grooves on the slopes between the
existing park dedication on the Copleytops and the proposed Upper Lookout so we have
extended the park boundary to the north to connect with the lookout through this area. The
boundaries may require further fine-tuning but the public consultation indicated a desire for

these connections to be made. The remaining 169 acre park dedication which is the only future
park dedication that can be relied upon at present, will need to be creatively applied to
encompass all of the currently excluded areas that were identified in 03/04 as well as the OCP

requirement for the whole 1800 acre site to include;

environmentally sensitive areas, wildlife corridors, high recreational values, viewscapes"
and trail interconnectivity with areas outside the site.

We are familiar with the Foothills lands from years of personal experience as were many of the
residents involved in the public process. Most were not qualified to make sophisticated
environmental assessments which they trusted would be done by qualified experts to
systematically identify all of the significant environmental and recreational values, corridors
and connectivity.

It was understood that this process of study and consultation with planning staff would need to

occur as part of the park dedication process. Residents referred anecdotally to animal sightings
and seat in obvious locations and corridors and expressed concern about the pollution risks to
creeks, swamps, ponds and wetlands generally. The unique (in Lantzville) upland rock
meadows with their arbutus stands were always mentioned as recreational and

environmentally important sites. We do not have the expertise to definitively put these
protection concerns on a map but stress that such qualified study and consultation with

planning staff remains to be done before any further rezoning is approved in order to meet the
public expectation of the enabling agreements and the language of the OCP and the covenant

referring to parklands. Some environmental work was done in the preliminary stages of the
development proposal. Some of this material may have to be brought up to date by renewed
environmental study.



We have, to the best of our ability, outlined the expectations and concerns of residents in the

process leading up to the 2005 OCP and the agreements between the DOL and the original
Foothills development on the map and in this document. We hope that we have been of some

assistance in outlining these public expectations for planning staff and Council and that they
will be given the serious consideration they require in the subdivision approvals process. The
covenant of 2007 gives the elected Council of the day the sole responsibility for the final
location of park boundaries where there is a dispute which should give residents, staff and
council members some confidence that the public interest in these park locations can and will
be protected.

Thank you for the opportunity to be of service.

Terry Murphy

John Halliwell

Brian Blood



Kyle Voung, Subdivision Approvals Officer and Planner

District of Lantzville

Re: Foothills Parkland, Comprehensive Development Plan (DOL webtite)

Oct 5th 2021

Terry Murphy, John Halliwell and Brian Blood, members of 2005 OCP Steering
Committee

RECEIVED

DISTRICT OF LANTZVILLE

Dear Mr. Young

We are pleased with the allocation and quantity of parbland proposed by the Foothills
development as indicated in their comprehensive development plan potted on the
District webtite. It conforms closely to our understanding of the public input provided to
us as members of the OCP Steering Committee in 2003/04 and to the map and
information we recently provided to you based upon that public input. Thanb you for

your consideration of this information.

The proposed addition to the parhlond, (increasing the total coverage), was
particularly welcome. The inclusion of the "horseshoe" provides for a larger area of
contiguous parkland than we had expected and is very welcome for species connectivity
and biodiversity. Lihewise, the parb area covering and surrounding Bald Mountain
(Lonetree Hill) is a large enough area to protect the trail approaches and the
Manianita stands on the dopes. The addition of the large area of proposed parhland

surrounding the "Climbing Rochs" (aba the Steppes) and the acUacent wetlands was
also good for recreational climbing and environmental protection. Compared with the
usual quantity and quality of development parb dedication this proposal is superb and
a great benefit to the community and the region for recreation and environmental
protection. We hope it receives approval from the DOL.

However, there are ttill several items we urge She developer So consider before
undergoing the scrutiny of a public process. The first it giving more certainty to the
"Upper Loohout" than "potential park feature". We have been assured that the District
as well as the developer $ee$ this feature as very important for inclusion but residents
would be more supportive if the developer had designated it with "proposed" including
actual boundaries lihe the above newly designated parb areas. It was the second mo$l-
cited location in the 03/04 public consultation and will be of great public interest still.
If the hesitation is to allow a temporary development promotional hiosb we believe the
public would be supportive a» long a$ the certainty of it becoming a public
viewpoint/parh in future is enabled now. Along these lines, and a$ a further measure of



goodwill, we would lihe to suggest that the developers construct their information biosb
at a permanent structure that could be used in future as a public picnic shelter,
featuring a map and geographical indicator. The DOL may with to be involved in <uch
a partnership in this splendid signature location which will have vehicular access and
will be much-visited. It may also be worth considering using the drill holes created for
roch-scaling along the top of the north-facing upper loobout cliffs as post holes for a
protective chain linb or safety mesh fence to prevent accidental falls in what is

anticipated to continue being a very popular community viewpoint and picnic area.

We would lihe to tee additional consideration given to two small areas left off the parhs
proposal. Residents in 03/04 were concerned fchat existing neighborhoods be shieldeo
from impact* of new development in this area. A small parh strip, featured in past
iterations of the proposed parks, was located between fche trunh rd and the eastern
boundary of the Foothills lands. It was a coniinuation of the existing parb strip along
that tide of the trunh road from Galloway Marsh. This small parb strip was intended to
provide a buffer between the more intensive new development and the large-lot
Phantom Road properties. These were developed decades ago with the expectation of
peace and quiet based upon the then-exKting zoning.

The top of the very high and dangerous cliffs above the woodlot (Sywash Ridge Crag on
the plan map) are roughly contiguous with (and partially overlapping) the northern
boundary of the Foothills lands indicated a$ Phase i and slated for "uplands residential"
larger properties. The DOL has already received two sections of parbland providing
contiguity with the woodlot for future trail interconnectivity. We are unsure whether
more rish devolves upon a municipality or private ownership in such locations but this
may be a factor in determining what is proposed a$ parkland. However, there may be
an opportunity here to buffer the existing communifcy from the effects of development,
particularly the views of the ridgeline from the existing neighborhoods, especially at
night. This issue, mentioned in 03/04, has been underlined recently by resident's
comments on the high visibility, especially at night, of the new construction in phase 1.

We are in favour of an eventual transfer of the bulb of the Foothills parkland* to the
RDN which is the only alternative to Lantaville developing, supervising and
maintaining it on its own. This aspect of parh development and management was little
discussed in 03/04. We believe this scale of parh will be utilised regionally. St already is
as private land. The RDM ha< the organisation in place and receives funding regionally.
Perhaps Lantaville could maintain title and engage in something libe a long-term lease
with the RDN. We see a need for planning to reduce the physical impact of human
recreation on the natural environment. Damage is already occurring from the use of
motorised transport (ATVs and dirt-bihes). Even the ecologically sensitive top of Bald
Mountain is becoming badly scarred and eroded in placet. The DOL and the developer
are the only authorities that can attempt to get ihis under control at present. The only



consideration in giving control of this parbland to the RDN in future would be the
assurance that they would be able to protect the naturally »en$iiive ecosystems and,
indeed, the peace and enjoyment of nature by walhers and birders. We recommend a
wno motorited vehicle use" of these parblands.

The current proposal it excellent but could still be tweabed if there is an opportunity.

Sincerely, Terry Murphy, John HaIliweII, Brian Blooa
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